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1. Introduction. This paper may be considered as a continuation and ex-

tension of a previous paper of ours [l ], which we shall refer to as IRI. Here,

we partially generalize the main theorem of IRI (Theorem 5) to a theorem

about the integral representations of positive definite functions whose do-

mains are certain convex sets in a Euclidean space. We shall be more precise

about these convex sets a little later. Since many of the results and methods

of IRI are used in this paper, it is hoped that the reader will have some

acquaintance with the first paper.

One of the theorems which we prove in this paper contains as a special

case a theorem of M. Krein [l, p. 17, Theorem l]. Further, we also obtain as

a special case the correct statement of an incorrect theorem stated by M.

Livshitz [l, p. 6, Theorem 3]. We shall say more about this later.

We wish to say a few words about our use of the terminology positive defi-

nite function. Let Em and £„ be the Euclidean spaces of dimension m and n

respectively. Let Q be a convex set in Em+n (=EmXEn) which contains the

origin and such that if (x, y) EQ, for xEEm, yEEn, then (x, —y) EQ- Further

let Q/2 be the set of all (x, y) in Q such that (2x, 2y) EQ and/(x, y) a complex-

valued function defined on Q. We say that/is a positive definite function if for

every finite set of points {(xu y{), • • ■ , (xn, yn)} Ç.Q/2 and every finite set

of complex numbers {£i, • • • , £„} we have

n       n

E E Ûif(xi + xi< y i - yî) ̂  o.
t=i j=i

The terminology positive definite function has been used in the literature

for many different things. In particular this title has been given to continuous

functions defined on the real axis for which / *,., ^ihf(Vi~yd =0- These

functions have also been called functions of positive type. Continuous func-

tions defined on the half real axis for which E«=i £»l¿f(x¿+xj) =0 have been

called exponentially convex functions. Actually, any function of positive type

gives rise to a group of unitary operators acting on the reproducing kernel

space corresponding to it, while any exponentially convex function gives rise to

a semi-group of positive semi-definite self-adjoint operators. From this point
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of view it might be really natural to call these latter type functions the posi-

tive definite functions. Or better still, in naming them it might be natural to

indicate the character of the operators which arise from these functions. At

any rate we do not wish to settle any questions of terminology here, and shall

leave the ultimate decision to history.

The first part of this paper is concerned with a brief review of some topics

which are needed later on. The second part of this paper is concerned with a

slight generalization of Theorem 5 of IRI which is needed for the later work.

The techniques used in this second part are essentially the same as those used

in IRI and we have given a discussion of only those points which we felt might

cause the reader some trouble. The third part is concerned with positive defi-

nite functions on convex sets. The last part of the paper concerns itself with a

problem of moments.

2. Preliminaries. For the convenience of our readers we shall recall briefly

some of the essential features of the theory which we shall use in this investi-

gation. Let £ be a set (not necessarily having any structure) and K(x, y) a

complex-valued function defined on the Cartesian product EXE. The func-

tion K(x, y) is called a reproducing kernel(2) (r. k.) if there exists a Hubert

space J, of functions defined on E, such that K(x, y) EJ when considered as a

function of x for every y in £ and for every f(x)EJ and every yEE, f(y)

= (f(x), K(x, y)). J is called a reproducing kernel space (r. k. s.). The function

K(x, y) is said to be a positive matrix(2) (p. m.) if for every finite

set of complex numbers {{i, • • ■ , £„} and points \yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn}Ç£,

12i,í=i ^ihK(y¡, y i) 2ï0. The following theorem gives the connection between

a r. k. and a p. m.

Theorem A(2). (E. H. Moore-N. Aronszajn). A necessary and sufficient

condition that K(x, y) be a r. ft. is that it be a p. m.

For a given p. m. K(x, y), the corresponding space J is the completion of

the set J' of functions of the form

n

g(x) = ¿2%iK(x, y¡),
i=i

with norm given by

M\* = Í2uiK(yi,yi).¿,/=i
As in IRI, J will always denote the r. k. s. of the p. m. which we are discussing

at a given time and J' will always denote the space of functions given above for

that p. m.

Let now T denote an operator from J to itself, DT its domain, and M(x, y)

(2) N. Aronszajn [l; 2].
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EJ for every y EE. T is said to correspond to the kernel M(x, y), in symbols

T~M(x, y), if for every /£Dr, Tf(y) = (f(x), M(x, y)). T is said to correspond

to M(x, y) in the maximal sense, in symbols T=M(x, y), if Dr consists of all

the elements/ in J such that (f(x), M(x,y)) is again an element of 7, when con-

sidered as a function of y and for every /GDr, Tf(y) = (f(x), M(x, y)).

Following Aronszajn we write Mi(x, y)<^M2(x, y) or M2(x, y)

y>Mi(x, y) if M2(x, y) —Mi(x, y) is a p. m. We have the following theorem.

Theorem B(3). Let M(x, y) be a Hermitian symmetric function (i.e. M(x, y)

= M(y, x)) defined over E XE which belongs to J when considered as a function of

x for every yEE.

(a) // P=Af(x, y), then T* and T** exist and T**=T. T* is a symmetric

operator and is the closure of the restriction of TtoJ'; every self-adjoint operator

which corresponds to M(x, y) is an extension of T*. A necessary and sufficient

condition that T be self-adjoint is that the linear manifold determined by the class

{M(x, y) +iK(x, y)} is dense in J.

(b) A necessary and sufficient condition that there exists a self-adjoint

operator H^M(x, y) which is bounded below (above) by the finite number c is that

M(x, y)~5>cK(x, y) (M(x, y)<g.cK(x, y)). A necessary and sufficient condition

that there exists a self-adjoint H=M(x, y) with lower bound ^X> — «j and

upper bound ^A< + » is that \K(x, y)«M(i, y)<£AK(x, y).

Another result which we must make strong use of in this paper concerns

the restriction of a r. k. K(x, y), defined on EXE, to a set EiXEi^EXE.

The restriction K~i(x, y) is a p. m. and its corresponding r. k. s. Ji is obtained

from J, the r. k. s. of K(x, y), in the following way. Let Jo be the space of all

gEJ such that g(x) =0 for xEEi and let Jq be its orthogonal complement.

Then the space Ji consists of the restrictions of the elements of Jq to Ei with

the same norm. The pertinent theorem is as follows.

Theorem C(4). If K is the reproducing kernel of the space J of functions de-

fined on the set E with norm || ||, then K restricted to the subset E1XE1Ç.EXE

is the reproducing kernel of the class Ji of all restrictions of functions of J to

the subset Ei. For any such restriction, fiEJi, the norm ||/i||i is the minimum

°f ll/ll for all fEJ whose restrictions to £1 is fi.

More detailed information on the topics discussed above will be found in

N. Aronszajn [l ; 2] and A. Devinatz [l].

3. Positive definite functions on columns. Before we prove the results of

this section we shall say a few words about the notation which will be used

here and in the future. In general the notation will be the same as in IRI.

Vectors in an «-dimensional Euclidean space(5), En, will usually be de-

(3) A. Devinatz [l], N. Aronszajn [2].

(4) N. Aronszajn [2].

(6) For convenience we shall also include vectors which have components at ± °o.
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noted by lower case latin letters and their components by the same letters

with superscripts (e. g. x = (x(1>, • ■ ■ , x(n))). In case we use these letters as

scalars it will be clear from the context that we are doing so or else we shall

explicitly state this fact. The letters uk shall designate the "unit" vectors,

i.e. those vectors for which uk=èjk, where 5,* is the Kronecker symbol. We

shall write x^y if each component of x is less than or equal to each com-

ponent of y.

We shall also have occasion to use a certain linear subspace of the (m+n)-

dimensional unitary space. Let x be any vector in Em+n whose last n com-

ponents are zero and y any vector in Em+n whose first m components are zero.

The vectors z = x+iy, i=( — l)ï,2t form a linear subspace of the (m+n)-

dimensional unitary space. We shall designate this subspace by Zm+n. Using

the terminology of the complex number field, if zEZm+n, we shall write

z — x—iy, <R.(z)=x, 3(z) =y.

If tEEn, when we write J^f(t)da(t) we shall mean that da(t) is a non-

negative measure on En and that the integral is a Lebesgue-Radon-Stieltjes

integral over the closed interval a^tSb.

In the following lemmas we shall be working in the 1-dimensional case.

These lemmas are proved in much the same manner as the corresponding

lemmas in IRI. However, there do exist points here which require some discus-

sion.

Lemma 1(6). Let f(n) be defined for n = 0, 1, • • • , 2m + l. Necessary and

sufficient conditions that there exists a bounded non-negative measure da(t) such

that

CM (2m if det I /(/ + k) |r*-a = 0,
/(») =   I     rda(t),   for    OÍ»á \jyj ' \'m

Jo \2m+ 1 if det |/0*+ A)|í,*-o?¿0,

are:

(1) f(j + k) » 0, i, k - 0, 1, • •• . , m.

(2) f(j + k + 1) » 0, j,k = 0,l,---,m.

Proof. The necessity of these conditions follows immediately. For the suffi-

ciency we have two cases to consider. First of all suppose that the determinant

I/C/ + *)|7.w- o.

The r. k. s. J associated with f(j+k) is then generated by the elements

{/(J+'Ofo1. Letfi(j+k) be the restriction of f(j+k) to j, k = 0, 1, • • • ,
m — \, and Ji its corresponding r. k. s. The space J may be written as J

= Jo@7t, where Ja is the class of all elements in J which are zero for j

(6) This lemma slightly sharpens a theorem of S. Verblunsky [l].
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= 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , m — 1, and Jq is its orthogonal complement. The space Jq is

generated by the set of elements {f(j+k) }T=o> but since these elements gen-

erate the whole space, Jo can contain only the zero element.

Let M(j, k)=f(j+k + l) be defined for/, k = 0, 1, • • • , m-\. Then, for
fixed k, M(j, k) EJi- Since Ji is finite-dimensional, by Theorem B the operator

T S M(j, k)

must be bounded and therefore self-adjoint. Further by condition (2) it must

be positive. For any gi(j)EJi we have

Tgi(j) - g(j + 1)

where g(j) EJ and gi is its restriction. Let {E¡} be the canonical resolution of

the identity associated with T. Then if f0(j) =/i(j+0) and r+s = n, we have

f(n) = (f(j + r), f(j + s)) = (7Vo, T'foh -   f °V¿(£(/o, /o)i-
«J o

Suppose now that

I f(j + k) |7,w * 0.

Then it is clearly possible to define a number f(2m+2) such that

|/(/+ ¿)|7,tIo = o.

We can then proceed as before.

Lemma 2. Let f(x) be a continuous function defined on the interval O^x^a.

Further, letf(x+y)^>0for O^x, y^a/2. Then there exists an analytic function

F(z), defined in the strip 0<T<(z)<a such that P(z + w)»0 for 0<<RJ», %.(w)

<a/2 and F(x) =f(x) for 0<x<a.

With the help of Lemma 1, this lemma may be proved by the same method

as Lemma 2 of IRI.

Lemma 3. Let f(x) be as in Lemma 2 and J the corresponding r. k. s. Let

0<s<a/8 and let Is be the set of all x in [0, a/2] such that x+isE [0, a/2].

Further, letfi(x+y) be the restriction of f(x+y) to ISXIS and Ji the correspond-

ing r. k. s. If MXo(x, y) is defined on ISXI, such that for 0^x0^s, Mxo(x, y)

=f(x+y+x0), then the operators Txo=MXo(x, y) are self-adjoint.

Proof. The space J may be written as the direct sum J = Jo®JoL, where

Jo is the space of elements in J which are zero on Is and Jq is its orthogonal

complement. If J2 is the r. k. s. associated with the F(z + w) of Lemma 2, then,

for every gEJo, there exists a g2EJi whose restriction to the open interval

(0, a/2) coincides with g(x) on this open interval. Therefore, since g2 is zero

on an interval of the x-axis and is analytic, it is identically zero. Since g(x)
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is continuous on [0, a/2] it must be identically zero on the closed interval.

Therefore J0 consists only of the zero element and Ji consists of the restric-

tions of the elements of J to J, with the same norm. Consequently, Dr10 is

the set of all giEJi such that if gEJ restricted to 7» is gi, then g(x+Xo)EJ\

for x in Ie.

If Tx„ is not self-adjoint, then since T*0ETX<¡ and T**= Tx„, T*0 is not self-

adjoint and there exists a nonzero giEJi such that TXogi = igu i.e. g(x+x0)

= ig(x) for xEIs, where gEJ and gi is the restriction to J, of g. Now, there

exists a giEJi such that g(x) and g2(x) coincide on (0, a/2). Since g2(z) is

analytic, g(x+x0) =ig(x) for all x for which x and x+x0 are in (0, a/2). By

continuity this must also be true for all x+x0 which lie in the closed interval

[0, a/2]. Consequently, if xEI«, x + 2x0E[0, a/2] and g(x+2x0) =ig(x+x0)

= i2g(x). Repeating this argument twice more we get g(x+4x0) = g(x) for

x in I,. Since g2(z) is analytic, for iR.(z)+4x0G(0, a/2) we have g2(z+4x0)

= gi(z) and therefore g2(z) may be extended analytically over the whole

complex plane. Now,

I *«(*) I = I (««(«0, F(w + z))i | ^ \\g2\\i(f(2x)yi2,
where x=%,(z) and ( , )2 is the inner product of J2. Therefore g2(z) is bounded

in every strip Xi^%(z) rj=x2 and consequently by Liouville's theorem it must

be a constant, which of course must be zero. This contradicts the hypothesis

that gi9¿0, which means that Tx„ is self-adjoint.

Lemma 4. Let f(x) be as in the previous lemmas. Then there exists a spectral

measure dEt defined on Ji, such that

f(x) =   C't'diEJo.foH1),
J 0

where fo(x) =fi(x+0) and ( , )i is the inner product of Ji. The measure da(t)

= d(Etfo,fo)iis uniquely determined. The operators TXofor 0^x0^5 are given by

/I   00

P*dEt.
0

Proof. There exists a spectral measure dEt such that the measure of the

interval [— oo, 0) is zero and

/i oo
t'dEt.

o

Since every positive self-adjoint operator has a unique positive self-adjoint

square root we have, by Lemma 3,

/>  CO

t'l^dEt, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
o

C) Cf. S. Bernstein [l] and D. V. Widder [2, 3].
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Suppose now that m is an integer and ms/2n^a/2. Then from the fact

that the space J0 of Lemma 3 consists of the zero element only, we have

T7/2"fo(x) = f(x + ms/2 )

and

f((p + q)s/2n) - (/(* + ps/2"), f(x + qs/2")) = (TÏrMx), r.V/„(*))i.

Therefore,

/I   00

t^°i2»d(Etfo,fo)i.
0

If we now pass to the limit we get our result. The uniqueness of da(t) may be

proved by the same method as used in Lemma 1 of IRI.

The integral representation of the operators Tx¡¡ may be obtained by the

same method as used in Lemma 4 of IRI. However, since we shall have oc-

casion to use this representation later we shall reproduce the proof here. Con-

sider the operators given by

/)  CO

t*°dEt.
o

The operators Hms/2n certainly coincide with Tm,/2", provided 0^ms/2"^j,

Since fv(x) =fi(x+y) GDrms/2",/„GZ?ffxo for every x0 such that 0 ^x0^s. There-

fore

f(x + y + ms/2") = (Tn3/2»fx, }y)i =   f   t^^d(Etfx, /,),.
J o

If we choose a sequence of the ms/2" which approaches any 0<Xo^s we get

fix + y+ xo) -  f   l*>d(Etfm /,), = (HXofx,f„)i.
J 0

Therefore, HxJy(x) =f(x+y+x0), which means HXq~MXo(x, y) =/(x+y+x0).

Consequently, HX0C.TXI¡ and since both of these operators are self-adjoint we

must have HXo = Txa.

With the help of these lemmas it is now possible to prove a modification

of Theorem 5 of IRI. Let P be a set of points z in Zm+„ such that iR,(z) runs

over an interval (finite or infinite) in Em which contains the origin and — °o

<3(z)<co. Let P/2 be the set z in P such that 2z£.P, 0<sc*'<l/8 sup

|z-ttfc|, where the sup is taken over zEP, s= (s(1), • • • , s(m), 0, • • ■ , 0), and

P, the set of points in P/2 such that z+4tsEP/2. Further let a = (a(1), • • ■ ,

a(m)j _c(m+i)( . . . i _c(m+»))i b = (bll\ ■ ■ • , bim\ c<-m+1\ • • ■ , c(m+B)), and

sr—(0, • • • , 0, s(m+1), • • • , s(m+n)). The numbers a(k) may take on the value
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- oo , ¿>« and ¿k) the value + oo , o(W ̂  ">(W and e<*> ̂0.

Theorem 1. Let f(z) be a continuous complex-valued function defined on P.

Necessary and sufficient conditions that there exists a bounded non-negative meas-

ure da(t), such that

f(z) =  |    e*-'da(t),
J a

are:

(1) /(z+w)»0/or z, win P/2.

(2) There exists a vector s>0 such that for k = 1, • ■ ■ , m, and z, w in Ps,

exp (i<»a<»)/(z + w) <</(z + w + s(k)uk) « exp (s<-kWk~>)f(z + w)(8).

(3) There exists a sequence sr—*0 such that 5^ = 0 if c(i) = », ^'^0, c{k)

< oo, and such that for k = m +1, • • • , m +n and r = 0, 1, • • ■ ,

f(z + w — isr   uk) + f(z + w + isr   «*) » 2 cos (sr   d    )f(z + w) (9).

Proof. The necessity of these conditions follows immediately by a direct

computation. For the sufficiency let fi(z + w) be the restriction of f(z + w)

to PsXPs and Ji and J their corresponding r. k. s. As in Lemma 3 we may

easily check that the elements of Ji are the restrictions to P„ of the elements

of J with the same norm. Using this fact, if M(z, w) and N(z, w) are defined

on P„XPs such that M(z, w) =f(z + w+xmuk) and N(z, w) =f(z + w — iy(k)uk),

if we set up the operators

Txmuk c* M(z, w)

and

Uywuk^ N(z, w),

we can proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5 of IRI, using the previ-

ous lemmas.

4. Positive definite functions on convex sets. Let Q be an open convex

set in the complex plane(10) which contains the origin and which is sym-

metric with respect to the real axis. Let Q/2 be the set of all z in Q for which

2zEQ- Further, let d(i:)=sup |z-wt|, where the sup is taken over zG<2,

0 <s<« <ó<*>/8, 5 = 5(1) +is<-2\ and Q, the set of all z in Q/2 such that z + 4sG(?/2

and z+4sG<2/2. It is obvious that Q/2 and Qs are convex sets in the com-

plex plane which are open, contain the origin, and are symmetric with re-

(8) In case alk) = — », the corresponding left "inequality" is clearly redundant. In case

J(« = -\- oo, let us agree that the right "inequality" is also redundant.

(9) Define 0- oo =0.

(10) In case Q reduces to a segment of the real or imaginary axis we shall mean that Q is

open with respect to the topology of these straight lines.
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speet to the real axis. Let fez) be a continuous complex-valued function de-
fined on Q such that f(z+w)>>O for z and win Q/2. Let h(z+w) be the re-
striction of f(z+ w) to Q. X Q •. Suppose further that 'J is the r. k. s. associated 
with f(z+w) and 'J1 the r. k. s. associated with h(z+w) with inner product 
( , )1' If 'Jo is the set of elements in 'J which are zero on Q. and 'Jt the or-
thogonal complement of 'Jo, then we know by Theorem C that 'J1 is the re-
striction of the elements of 'Jt to Q. with the same norm. We know further 
that all elements of the form f(z+w) for wEQ. belong to 'Jt. 

Let us consider the elements f(z+wo+x), for x real, woEQ., and wo+x 
EQ/2. We may then write 

.L 
fez + Wo + x) = Ko(z, Wo + x) + Ko(z, Wo + x), 

where Kt(z, wo+x) E'Jt and Ko(z, wo+x) E'Jo. Let us now consider the 
complex numbers w(x) , where ~(w(x» = ~(wo) and 'JZ(w(x)) varies so that 
w(x) EQ/2. Since Q. is open these complex numbers actually trace out some 
line segment in Q. which we shall designate by L. and an extension in Q/2 
which we shall designate by L. Let L' be the projection of L on the real axis. 
If we consider the restriction of f(z+ w) to L XL, then this is exactly the same 
p. m. which we get if we consider the restriction of f(z+ w) to L' XL'. There-
fore this restriction is an analytic function of x (see Lemma 2) and all func-
tions which belong to the r. k. s. of this restriction are analytic. Now, for 
any zEQ/2 and w(x)EL., Ko(z, w(x») =0. Therefore, since for any fixed 
zEQ/2, Ko(w(x), z) when considered as a function of x belongs to the r. k. s. 
corresponding to the restriction of f(z+ w) to L XL, and since it is zero on L" 
it must be zero for all of L. Consequently, for woEQ. and zEQ/2, 

(4.1) 
.L 

fez + Wo + x) = Ko(z, Wo + x), 

which means thatf(z+wo+x)E'J~. 
On the space 'J1 set up the operators T .,' ..... , M ",(z, w) = f(z+w+x) 

for Ixl ~s(l). The domain of T", consists of those elements glE'J1 such that 
g(z+x) E'Jl. where gE'J~ and gl is the restriction of g to Q •. These operators 
are self-adjoint (see Lemma 3 and IRI Lemma 6). Further, sincef(z+wo+x) 
E'Jt for woEQ. and any x such that wo+xEQ/2, then for any integer n 
such that wo+nxEQ/2, 

T:ft(z + wo) = fez + Wo + nx). 

This means that if glEDTz'" then T;gl(WO) =g(wo+nx), where gE'J~ and gl 
is the restriction of g. This follows from the fact that 

T:g1(wo) = (T:g1(z), ft(z + WO))l = (gl(Z) , T:h(z + wo)h 
= (g(z), fez + Wo + nx». 
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fore this restriction is an analytic function of x (see Lemma 2) and all func-
tions which belong to the r. k. s. of this restriction are analytic. Now, for 
any zEQ/2 and w(x)EL., Ko(z, w(x») =0. Therefore, since for any fixed 
zEQ/2, Ko(w(x), z) when considered as a function of x belongs to the r. k. s. 
corresponding to the restriction of f(z+ w) to L XL, and since it is zero on L" 
it must be zero for all of L. Consequently, for woEQ. and zEQ/2, 

(4.1) 
.L 

fez + Wo + x) = Ko(z, Wo + x), 

which means thatf(z+wo+x)E'J~. 
On the space 'J1 set up the operators T .,' ..... , M ",(z, w) = f(z+w+x) 

for Ixl ~s(l). The domain of T", consists of those elements glE'J1 such that 
g(z+x) E'Jl. where gE'J~ and gl is the restriction of g to Q •. These operators 
are self-adjoint (see Lemma 3 and IRI Lemma 6). Further, sincef(z+wo+x) 
E'Jt for woEQ. and any x such that wo+xEQ/2, then for any integer n 
such that wo+nxEQ/2, 

T:ft(z + wo) = fez + Wo + nx). 

This means that if glEDTz'" then T;gl(WO) =g(wo+nx), where gE'J~ and gl 
is the restriction of g. This follows from the fact that 

T:g1(wo) = (T:g1(z), ft(z + WO))l = (gl(Z) , T:h(z + wo)h 
= (g(z), fez + Wo + nx». 
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Let us also consider the operators

Vv S Nv(z, w) = f(z+ w — iy)

for |y| ^5(2>. If h(z)= E?=i &fi(z + wk) with wk+iyEQ„ then clearly

IIMIi = ll*lli-
In general, for any gEJi,

\\Vyg\U á ||«|| I-

Consequently, Vy is a bounded operator and Vygi(z) =g(z+iy), where gEJo

and gi is the restriction of g to Qs. From this remark it is easy to see that if

each of the points w+iyi and w+iy2 belong to Qs then

(4.2) VViVyJl(z   +   W)    =    Vy1+yJl(z   +    W)    =    Vy2VyJl(Z   +   w).

Further, it is clear that Vyg is a strongly continuous function of y for every

gEJi, Vq = I, and since Vy*^Ny(w, z) =f(z+w—iy) =f(z+w+iy) (Aronszajn

[2, p. 372]), we have V*= V^.

We shall now show that each of the operators Vy permutes with each of the

operators TX. We have first of all Txfi(z+w) =f(z + w+x). Since, for zEQ/2,

f(z+w+x)EJo, we have VyTxfi(z + w) =f(z + w+x+iy). On the other hand,

Vyfi(z+w) =f(z+w+iy). Now the element f(z + w+iy) for zEQ> is the re-

striction to Qs of the function Kq(z, w—iy) which was defined above. There-

fore, TxVyfi(z+w) =K~q(z+x, w—iy). However, by (4.1) we see that

Kq(z+x, w — iy) =f(z+w+x+iy) for z, w in Qs. This means that Tx and Vv

permute on the set JI. Now Theorem B tells us that Tx is the closure of its

restriction to J{. Therefore Vv permutes with Tx.

Let us now discuss the question of the extension of a complex-valued posi-

tive linear functional on a space of complex-valued functions whose field of

scalars is the complex number field. The result which we state below is, we be-

lieve, well known and has been used implicitly in the literature. However, we

have never seen a formal statement of this result so we think it is well, for the

sake of completeness, to give it here.

Lemma 5(h). Let X be a complex linear space of complex-valued functions

x(f), which are defined over some domain D. Let S be a sub space of X and l(x) a

linear functional on S with range in the complex number field. Further, let us

suppose that l(x) is real whenever x(t) is real on some fixed subdomain D1Ç.D,

l(x) ^0 whenever x(t) ^0 on Di, and for every x0EX which is real on Du sup l(x)

< «3 and inf l(x) > — =0 , where the sup is taken over all x ES which are real on Z>i

and x(t) ^x0(t) on Di and the inf is taken over all xES which are real on Di

and such that x(t) ^Xo(t) on D\. Then there exists a linear functional defined on

all of X which is an extension of l(x) and which retains all of the properties of I.

(") I am indebted to Professor Harry Pollard for an enlightening discussion of this lemma.
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Proof. Let X' be the set of all real elements in X and S' =SC\X'. Then X'

is a real linear space and S' is a linear subspace of X'. By hypothesis the re-

striction /', of / to S', is a real positive linear functional. Then, by the exten-

sion theorem for real positive linear functionals (see Achieser and Krein

[l ]), I' may be extended to a positive functional L' over X'. Now, it is neces-

sary to extend L' to the complex linear manifold determined by 5 and X'

so that L' coincides with I on 5. But this is easily done. We may write every

element in this manifold in the form y =x+ax', where xES, x'EX', and a is a

complex number. If yi and y2 are any such elements let us consider Ciyi+c2y2

= ciXi+c2x2+CiaiXi' +c2a2x2 , where the coefficients are complex numbers. Let

us then write

L(ciyi + c2y2) = Cil(xi) + c2l(x2) + ciaiL'(xi) + c2a2L'(x2).

This is a linear functional which coincides with I on 5 and L' on X'. Now, ex-

tend L to all of X in any way so as to be linear and the lemma is proved.

It should be pointed out that the condition that I be real for real elements

of S is independent of the condition of positivity and is needed. For, there

exist spaces in which the failure of this condition is enough to insure that

there can be no positive extension. Consider, for example, 5 as the complex

linear space which consists of polynomial functions P(t), — oo <t< », with

complex coefficients and such thatP(l) =0. Define l(P) =P(0)+iP'(l), where

j= (-l)i/2 ancj the prime stands for the derivative. If P(t) ^0, then P'(l) =0

and /(P)^0. However, I is not necessarily real for real P(t). Suppose now

that P(t) is a real polynomial such that l(P) is not real, i.e. P'(l)?í0. Write

P(t) =P+(t) -P-(t), where P+(t) =max [P(t), 0] and P_(i) = -min [P(t), 0].

Let X be the complex linear space generated by the space 5 and the functions

P+ and P_. Suppose it would be possible to extend / to L defined on X such

that Z, is a positive linear functional. Then L(P) =l(P) =L(P+) —L(P_). But

since P+ and P_ are both positive, l(P) is real which gives a contradiction.

With all of these preliminaries out of the way we may now state and prove

the theorem we want.

Theorem 2. Let f(z) be a continuous complex-valued function defined on Q.

Necessary and sufficient conditions that there exists a bounded non-negative

measure da(h, t2) which is zero on the complement of the interval a^h^b,

— c^t2^c (a may take the value — <*>, b and c the value + oo) and such that

/c      /» b
I     ex^+i>"'da(ti, ti)

-e  J a

are:

(1) /(z + w)»0/or z, wEQ/2.

(2) There exists a positive sequence rn—»0 such that for n = 1, 2, • • • ,

er*""/(z + w) <</(z + w + rn) « er»6/(z + w),
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for all z and w in Q/2 for which the functions are defined(12).

(3) There exists a sequence sn—>0 such that for w = l, 2, • • • , s„ = 0 if

c= oo , Sn^O if c< co , and

f(z + w - isn) + f(z + w + isn) » 2 cos (s„c)f(z + w)(9),

for all z and w in Q/2 for which the functions are defined.

Before we proceed with the proof of this theorem let us notice certain

things. If the set Q reduces to one half of the real axis and if a= — oo,

b = 0, this is equivalent to the Hausdorff [l]—S. Bernstein [l]—Widder [l]

theorem on completely monotone functions. For a= — oo, &= + «>, this is

the S. Bernstein [l];—Widder [2; 3] theorem on exponentially convex func-

tions. If the set Q reduces to an interval on the imaginary axis and if c— oo,

this is a theorem of M. Krein [l] and if Q is the whole imaginary axis this is

the well known theorem of S. Bochner. Finally, for a= — <x>,b = c= + &, this

is the correct version of an incorrect theorem stated by M. Livshitz [l,

Theorem 3].

According to Livshitz, condition (1) of our Theorem 2 is necessary and

sufficient that there exist a bounded non-negative measure da(t), defined on

the real line such that

e"da(t).
-on

That condition (1) of Theorem 2 is not sufficient for such a representation can

easily be seen by the following simple counter example. Let dcti(t) be a

bounded non-negative measure such that the integral

/CO

extdai(t)

-oo

exists for xïïO. Suppose further that the measure is normed so that/(0) = 1.

Let da2(t) be a non-negative measure different from dca(t) and such that

/" «da2(t) = 1. Form the function

/co
e'

-oo

ytda2(t),

for   — oo <y < co. Then if dai(ti)a2(t2) represents the product measure, the

function

/CO     r%  COI     ext"+i'"'dai(ti)a2(t2)
-m J  —on

C2) For some types of domains, for example an interval, the existence of only one number,

r, for which the "inequalities" hold is sufficient. We have been unable to determine whether

this is true for all convex sets. As before, if b = + «, consider the corresponding "inequality" as

redundant.
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satisfies all of the conditions of the theorem of Livshitz. Therefore if his

theorem were true, there exists a bounded non-negative measure da%(t) such

that

/oo
e"da3(t).

-m

Now, if we take 3(z) =0, we get

/oo

from which it follows that dai=daz. On the other hand if %.(z) =0,

/CO

e^datit),
-x

from which it follows that dct2 = da3. This gives a contradiction. The theorem

of Livshitz will become true if we allow /(z) to be analytic instead of merely

continuous.

Proof of Theorem 2. The necessity follows immediately by a direct com-

putation. For the sufficiency let us consider a set Qs and the set of operators

{Tx} which we have constructed previously. By the same method as used in

Lemma 4 we may show the existence of a spectral measure dGt such that for

/.
Tx =  I    t'dGt.

J 0

However, in this case, for any x such that |x| ^i(1), T-x is the inverse of Tx

and therefore the origin has a zero measure with respect to dGt. Therefore,

there exists a spectral measure dEt such that for \x\ ^s(1),

"I extdE,

From the remarks made at the beginning of this section, for any x such that

z+xEQb and for any gE^r^ where Tx is defined by the above integral if

| x\ >s(1), we have Txg(z) =g(z+x). This follows from the fact that for any xx

and integer n such that | Xi| ^s(1) and wxi = x, TXl = Tx.

There exists a countable set of mutually orthogonal subspaces, {iMt}tLi.

whose direct sum is Ji, which reduces every Tx, and the restriction of Tx to

% is a bounded self-adjoint operator which we shall denote by T¡¡. There-

fore, we may write

Tx    =   I      e   dE,
/> bk
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where ak and bk are finite and dE¡k) is a spectral measure which is zero outside

of the interval [ak, bk]. If fk(z, w) is the r. k. of JKtk, then if w+xEQs,

Tx fk(z, w) = (Tx fk(u, w), fk(u, z))i = (fk(u, w), Tx fk(u, z))i

= Tx fk(w, z) = fk(w + x, z) = fk(z, w + x).

Let

"/.
ldE?\

It is clear that if

Ik)        Is     — 1
As    =->

8

then for any gE'Mk we have

A^ A
As  g-*-Akg,

where the bold arrow indicates convergence in the strong topology of J\.

However, if b is sufficiently small,

, (*) , ,       g(z + o)- g(z)
As  g(z) =-

Therefore, if xE'RS.z), since Ji is a r. k. s. we get

dg(z)
Akg(z) =

dx

In "Mk let <DBk' be the set of all g(z)E^k such that for y = S(z), dg(z)/dy

exists and belongs to 2it*. We shall then define

Bkg(z) =
dy

The first thing that we wish to show is that 0Blt' is dense in JXCk. To this end

let us consider the operators

Vs- I ,
Ws =-» I ̂  I = s<2) (Vt defined at beginning of §4).

5

If Pk is the projection operator whose range is Mk, then since W¡ permutes

with every Tx it also permutes with Pk. Consequently, if W is the strong limit

of Ws as 5—»0, then W also permutes with Pk and therefore Sïlk reduces W.

Now, clearly if gE^>w, then
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Wg = -f-ay

Therefore, if we can show thatCV is dense in Ju we shall have shown that 0Bk'

is dense in 9itk.

Let us consider an element of the form

n

S(z) = 12 £fc/i(z + «**)•
k=l

Since Qs is open there exists a real r such that wk — 2irEQ, for k = \, • • • , n.

If we set up the element

SAZ)   =-   f'v
r J o

g(z)dt,

then grEJi and gr->-g as r—K). Therefore, this class of elements of the form

gr is dense in J^ Further, if | 5| ^ | r\, using (4.2) we get

i r rr+s r5      1
Wsgr = — I J       7tf ¿/ - J    F,p«J -*- IFrg

as 5—>0(13). Consequently <DW is dense in Jl

Let us now show that for gEDw',

dg
W*g = - — •

dy

To this end let us consider the elements

1   ("■
fr(z)   = —   I       Vtfi(z + W)dt,

r J o

where w is fixed and r is taken so small that w+irEQ,- Then since Wfr(z)

= Wrfi(z + w) we have

(fi(z + w + ir) — /i(z + w)\
g(z), ¿2-'—!■——^

=   (W*g(z),fr(z))l.

Therefore, since fr(z)->-fi(z + w), we get

g(w — ir) — g(w) dg(w)
W*g(w) = lim (W*g,fr)i = lim —-—-^— =  - -±— ■

r^o r^o r dy

This shows that if Wk* is the restriction of W* to Mk, then Wk*Q -B't.

(is) We have followed here a technique of N. Dunford and I. E. Segal [l].
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If we consider the operator

Bk = — iBk,

then we have shown that

- iWk S Bk   and    (- i\Vk)* Ç Bk.

Therefore

B*kQ(- iWk)*QBk.

Further, since it is clear that Bk is a closed operator we have that D^* is dense

in 'Mk and therefore Bk* is a closed symmetric operator with B**=Bk.

We wish to show now that the deficiency index of B* is (m, m) and there-

fore it can be extended to a self-adjoint operator. Let us first show that if

h(z) EJi, then h(z) EJi and

(h(z), g(z))i = (*(•), fi*))i.

Consider first any hEJl, i.e.

^(Z)   =   E íkfl(z + Wk).
k=l

Then

h(z) = E fi/i<i + w*) G 7i'
4=1

It is clear that if g is also in J{ , then

(h(-z), g(z))i - (A(z), g(z))i.

Suppose now that Ä(z) is any element of Ji. Then there exists a sequence

{¿„I'^iCiyi sucn that ä„->-ä. Therefore \\hn(z)—hm(z)\\i = \\h„(z) — hm(z)\\i-^0

as n, m-^<x>. This means there exists a &(z)G7i such that hn(z)-^-k(z). But

since strong convergence in Ji implies pointwise convergence in Ji, we must

have k(z) =h(z). Clearly if g(z)EJi, then the inner product of h(z) and g(z)

has the desired relation.

Let / be the conjugation operator defined by the formula

Jg = g(z).

It is clear that J permutes with each of the operators Tx for | x| ^s(1). There-

fore Mk reduces /. If Jk is the restriction of J to VYtk, it is also clear that Jk

permutes with Bk and therefore with Bk*. This means that B* is real with

respect to the conjugation Jk and therefore its deficiency index is of the form

(m, m).
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If Sk is the Cayley transform of Bk*, then the deficiency spaces of B * are

given by 3CÍ =MkO'Ds¡c and 3Ck ='Mk-&cKslt, where DSf. and 1{sh are respec-

tively the domain and range of Sk. The spaces 3C¿" and 3C¡¡T are given respec-

tively by the elements in % which satisfy the equations

B*g = ig   and    Bkh = — ih.

The solutions of these partial differential equations yield

g(z) = e~vg(x)    and    h(z) = evh(x).

Furthermore, any functions of this form which belong to "Mk, ior x+iyEQs,

are in 3C¿" and 3CjT respectively.

We wish to show now that if g(z)E3Ck then g(z)E3Ck and ||g||i = |||||i.

It will follow by a similar argument that if h(z)E3Q.k, then h(z)E5Ck- Let

K(z, w) be the r. k. of 3C^ and {<pn(z)} a complete orthonormal system in 5C£.

If w = v+iv, then since <pn(z) = e~v<pn(x), K(z, w) has the expansion

K(z, w) = E e-"<pn(x)e-v$„(u) = e-u+v>K(x, u).
n

Now, K-t reduces the operator Ak and therefore each of the operators Tx\ In

order to see this we notice first that since Ak and Bk are differential operators,

<DAk = '3rtk and every element of "Mk is continuous in <r\.(z) and 3(z), it follows

that Ak permutes with Bk. Further, since Ak is self-adjoint this means that Ak

permutes with Bk* and therefore AkSkQSkAk. This means that Ak takes <DSk

into itself. On the other hand since every element of 3C¿~ is the form e~"g(x)

and every element of this form which belongs to "Mk is in 3C¿", it follows that

Ak takes 3C¡Í" into itself. Therefore Ak may be written as the direct sum of two

operators defined respectively on <Dsk and SCk . This means that if P% is the

projection operator whose domain is ifrffc and range is JC^, then Ak and there-

fore T^f* permutes with P¿".

The kernel K(z, w) is given by the formula

K(z, w) = Pkfk(z, w),

where, as we have noted before, fk(z, w) is the r. k. of Vitk. Therefore,

K(z, w) = PkTu fk(x + iy, iv) = Tu Pkfk(x + iy, iv)

- Txk)TTPk~fk(iy, iv) = T^uP+kfk(iy, iv).

Therefore, K(x, u) is a function of x+u which means that

K(z, w) = K'(z + w) = e-<-y+^K'(x + u).

This means that K(z, w) is real from which our assertion follows (see N.

Aronszajn [2, p. 354]).

Define a linear operator 5* , with <DSk' — 3CÍ and %sk' = 3C¿", by the formula
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S'ke-»g(x) = eiee"g(x),

where 6 is any real number. The function e"g(x)G3CjT since Je~vg(x)=evg(x)

G3CJ'. Further, since

lk*«(*)l|i = Ik^wll i = ||«»«(*)||i,
it follows that S't is an isometric operator. Consequently, Uk = Sk®Sk is a

unitary operator and this gives rise to a self-adjoint extension of Bk* whose

Cayley transform is Uk. Clearly if Ck is any self-adjoint extension of B*,

then CkÇBk. If the deficiency index of B * is not (0, 0) there exists an infinite

number of self-adjoint extensions of B * of the type which we have described.

Suppose that Ck is a self-adjoint extension of B* of the type we have

described. In order that Ak permutes with Ck, it is sufficient that Ak permutes

with Uk. However, we have already shown that AkSkÇSkAk and since clearly

AkSk QSk Ak, we have AkUk= UkAk. Therefore every Txk) permutes with Ck

and consequently if C is the direct sum of the operators \Ck}k=i, then each

operator Tx permutes with the self-adjoint operator C.

If condition (3) of Theorem 2 is fulfilled with c < oo, we shall show that C

has the bound c. Since sH—»0, we can find an N such that for n>N and for

all wEQs, w + isnEQ/2. By Theorem B, condition (3) means that

1 *
— [V*n + Vj ^ cos (snc)I.

If sn is chosen sufficiently small, then the right-hand side is positive. Con-

sequently we get

T K + F*J2 ^ cos2 (snc)I.
4

Therefore,

I-[V.H + V*J2 Z sin2 (snc)I.
4

Now, from the fact that || V,„|| ^1 it follows that V,nVtn£I and V?nV,n£I

and from this it follows immediately that

T [V>n - <]2 á / - — [Vsn + FÎJ2 g sin2 (snc)I.
4 4

Since i/2[VSn— Vfn] is self-adjoint it follows that

- sin (snc)I ^ — [F,„ - V*] ^ sin (snc)I.

From this we get
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sin (snc)I      i fVSn — I      V-t„ — T~]      sm (s„c)Ii rV.n- I      V-tll - n      sin (sn

¿   1_        Sn Sn        J SnSn

From this inequality it immediately follows that

- el á - iW ä cl,

which means that —iWis self-adjoint and coincides with C.

Let {Ft} be the canonical resolution of the identity associated with the

operator C. Consider the group of unitary operators

/oo
e'u'dFt.

-00

Let gEJi for which

Uyg =  f   e^'dFtg,
J -d

where d>0 is a finite number. The set of such elements is dense in Ji and it

may easily be verified that

n=0 »!

where the convergence is taken in the strong sense.

Let us now consider the set of points x0+iyEQs for which Xo is fixed.

Consider the function

G„(r) =  f   extdFtg(xo + iy),
J -d

where Ç = x+iy.  The  function  G^Ç)   coincides  with  g(xo+iy)  for x = 0.

Further,

9GHm
dx -fJ -d

iextdFtg(xo + iy)

and

ac,.G-)     . rd

3y
= » Í    extdCFtg(xo + iy)

J -d

I  dlextdFtg(xo + iy).
J -ÍÍ-d

This last formula for the partial derivative with respect to y follows immedi-

ately if we first integrate by parts, then take the partial derivative, and then

integrate by parts again. This shows that GXa(Ç) is an analytic function of f.
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Therefore if z±iyEQ. we have 

.. iJ"g(z) y" 
Ullg(z) = 1: -- - = g(z + iy). ,,-0 iJy" n! 

[November 

This means that since UII is bounded and j1 is a r. k. s., for any hEj1, Ullh(z) 
= h(s+iy) , provided z±iyEQ •. Therefore if iyEQ. andf.(w) =ft(w+z) , then 

Ullfo(z) = (UII!o(w), f.(w)h = U-lIf.(O) = f.( -iy) = tI(z + iy). 

Let us consider now the set 2Q .. i.e. the set of all sEQ such that s/2EQ •. 
Suppose that sE2Q. and x ='R(z) , y = :J(z). Let Xl = x/2, Y1 = Y /2. There exists 
an X2 and an integer n such that I x21 ~ s(1) and nX2 = Xl· If T"" = 1';2' then by 
condition (2) of Theorem 2, Theorem C and our previous remarks, we have 

fez) = (T""UII,jo, T""U-lIfo)1 = Jab J_: e:r:"+iyt2d(E,,F'2fo,fo)h 

where, as we have noted before, {E,,} is the resolution of the identity asso-
ciated with the set {T:r:} and {F,2 } is the canonical resolution of the identity 
of the operator C. Since E " permutes with F ,z, {Et,F,a } is a resolution of the 
identity which of course gives rise to a spectral measure dE"Fta• 

Let us now consider the linear space S of functions of the form 

(4.3) 
.. 

g(t1' t2) = 1: ~ke:r:il,+iYilt, 
"=1 

where x,,=Z,,+iYkEQ and a~t1~b, -C~t2~C. On S set up the linear func-
tional 

.. 
leg) = 1: ~"f(s,,). 

k-1 

By the integral representation of fez) given above it is clear that if g(t1, t2) 
is a function of the form (4.3) with zkE2Q .. then g(t1' t2) ~O implies leg) ~O. 
However, if we allow s=s(l)+iS(2)~O, then the set 2Q. approaches the set Q 
and therefore ((g) is a positive linear functional on all of S. 

Let us extend S to the linear space X, which consists of functions of the 
form (4.3) where now the Yk vary between - 00 and 00 and x" is in Q. The 
positive linear functional satisfies all of the conditions of Lemma 5 and 
therefore may be extended to a positive linear functional L, defined on all of 
X. If we set 

F(z) = L(e:r:I,+i ll t2), 

it is clear that F(z) coincides with fez) on Q. Further, F(z+ w)>>O for 'R(z), 
'R(w) in Q/2. 
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It remains to prove that F(z) is a continuous function of z. First of all we

know that for z in Q, F(z)(=f(z)) is continuous. Let J2 be the r. k. s. associ-

ated with F(z + w). Then if xG<2 and ó\ and S2 are sufficiently small,

| F(x + iy + h + iô2) - F(x + iy) \

= | (F(w + x/2), F(w + x/2 - iy + ôi- iô2) - F(w + x/2 - iy))2 \

^ \\F(w + x/2)||2||.F(w + x/2 - iy + ôi - iô2) - F(w + x/2 - iy)\\2

- (f(x))w(f(x + 25i) + f(x) - 2%(f(x +Ô1 + iÔiW'2.

As ôi+iô2—>0, the right-hand side goes to zero which proves our result.

Now, by the definition of the linear functional L, if g(h, t2) ̂ 0 for a^h^b

and —c^t2^c, then L(g) 5:0. Consequently, since for an r suitably small

Ë Ûk[F(zk + li + r) - e™F(zk + z¡)]
),*=!

= L[(er"- — era)   12 %kexkti+i»ktA   Y
\ k=l I   /

if h^a, the right side and therefore the left side is positive. Similarly, one

shows that

F(z+ w + r) « erbF(z + w)

and that there exists a sequence s„—>0 such that

F(z + w — isT) + F(z + w + isn) ^> 2 cos (snc)F(z + w).

Therefore, by Theorem 1 there exists a spectral measure dEtut2 such that

F(z) = f   j   e^+^'^E^Po.Fo).

This concludes the proof of our theorem.

Using the notation of §2, suppose that Q' is an open convex set in Zm+n

which contains the origin and with the further conditions that 'R.(z) fills

out an interval in Em as z runs over Q' and zEQ' implies z — 2iy{k)ukEQ' for

k = m + l, ■ • • , m+n. The set Q' is then symmetric in each component of

3(z). Q'/2 shall be the set of all z in Q' such that 2zG<2'. If we let
a = (a<y, • • • , aw, -c<"+1>, ■ • • , -c<*+»>), b = (b<-», ■ ■ • , ¥m\ c<-m+1\ • • • ,

c<«+«)), / = (/(», • • • , *<«+»)), sr=(sr1), ■ ■ ■ , 4m+B)) where a™^Vk\ a™ may

take on the value — 00, bw the value + 00, and cw ^0 and is finite, then we

have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let f(z) be a continuous complex-valued function defined on Q'.

Necessary and sufficient conditions that there exists a bounded non-negative

measure da(t) such that
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f(z) =   f   e'-'da(t)

are:

(1) /(z + w)»0/or z, wEQ'/2.
There exists a sequence s, —»0 such that:

(2) For k = \, ■ ■ ■ , m and r = \, 2, ■ ■ • , srK>0 and

exp (sr   a    )/(z + w) <K /(z + w + sr   uk) « exp (sr   b    )f(z + w)

for all z and w in Q'/2 for which the functions are defined.

(3) For k = m + \, • ■ ■ , m+nandr = \, 2, ■ ■ • , sf^Oand

f(z + W — tSr   Uk) + f(z + w + isT   uk) S> 2 cos (sT   c    )f(z + w)

for all z and w in Q'/2 for which the functions are defined.

The necessity of these conditions is immediate. The proof of sufficiency

will proceed exactly along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2. However,

since here ók) < °o, condition (3) tells us that all of the differential operators

dg(z)
CUkg(z) = — i ■-■— i k = m + I, ■ ■ ■ , m + n,

are bounded and therefore permute with one another. In the case where these

operators are unbounded we have been unable as yet to prove the permutabil-

ity. However, we think it is very likely that Theorem 3 is true even when some

of the c(i) are unbounded.

5. A problem of moments. By making use of methods similar to some of

the methods initiated in the last section we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let {juOT,„} be a sequence of numbers defined for m

= 0, 1, 2, • • • and w = 0, +1, ±2, • • • . A necessary and sufficient condition

that there exists a non-negative bounded measure da(tx, t2) which is zero outside

the strip —co</1<co, —7r^¿2^7r and such that

I     ti e     da(h, l2)

is

In order that the measure da(h, /2) be uniquely determined it is sufficient

that the moment problem corresponding to the sequence {¡Jim.o} be determined

(i.e. there exists a unique non-negative measure dß(t) such that pm,o=f-<<,tmdß(t)).

Proof. Let J be the r. k. s. corresponding to the r. k. ^mi+m¡¡,ni_n2. The

operators
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C'a = Pmi+m2,ni—n2—at S U,   ir 1,   •  '   "   ,

clearly form a group of unitary operators with U* = t/_„. Let us also consider

the operator

■I   = pmi+m2+l ,n¡—n2-

By Theorem B of §2 we know that T* and T** exist and p** = T. Therefore

T* is a closed symmetric operator. Further by the same methods as used in

§4 we see that the operator given by

Jg(m, n) = g(m, -n)

is a conjugation operator and that J permutes with T. Therefore / permutes

with T* which means that T* has deficiency index of the form (m, m).

Let V be the Cayley transform of T*. The deficiency spaces of T* are

given by X+=J-&Ov and 3C~ = J&cRy. 3C+ and 3C~ consist respectively of

elements which satisfy the respective equations

Tg = ig    and    Th = — ih,

that is to say elements of the form

g(m, n) = img(0, n)    and    h(m, n) = ( — i)mh(0, n).

Conversely, it is clear that any elements of this form which belong to J belong

respectively to 3C+ and 3C~.

Let us now show that if img(0, n) E3C+, then img(0, —n) G3C+ and both of

these elements have the same norm. It will then follow by a similar argument

that if (-i)mh(0, w)G3C-, then (-i)mh(0, -n)ESC~- First of all let us show

that 3C+ reduces any operator Us. It is clear that T* and Us permute on J'.

Since T* is the closure of its restriction to J' it follows immediately that

U,T*QT*U,. From this it follows that UaVQ VUS. This means that U, takes

©7 into itself. Further, since it is clear that Us takes 3C+ into itself, Us may

be written as the direct sum of two operators whose domains are respectively

Ov and 3C+. Therefore if P is the projection operator whose range is 3C+, we

have USP = PU,.

Let K((m, n), (r, s)) be the r. k. of 3C+ and {(pk} a complete orthonormal

system in 3C+. Then

K((m, n), (r, s)) = 12 (bk(m, n)$k(r, s) = in~r 12 <t>k(0, n)$k(0, s).
Ic k

On the other hand

K((m, n), (r, s)) = P/im+r,n_s = PU-apm+r,n

—  U—,Ppm+r,n =   UnU-sPßm+r,a

=   Un-,Ppm+r,0-
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This means

K((m, n), (r, s)) = im-'K'(n - s),

where K'(n — s) =K((0, n), (0, s)). Therefore K is the product of two positive

matrices. If 3CÍ" is the r. k. s. corresponding to im~r and SC2 the r. k. s. cor-

responding to K', then 5C+ is the direct product of 3C,f and X% (see N.

Aronszajn [2]). The elements of 3C£ are the restriction of the elements of 3C+

to the set consisting of points of the form (0, «). Therefore, if img(0, «)£3C+,

then g(0, n)E3<£ and g(0, -n)GX} with ||g(0, «)||2 = ||g(0, -n)\\2. Conse-

quently,

||»"g(0,»)|| = ||im||i||g(0,W)||2 = |M|i||f(0, -n)\\2 = [|i»i(0, -n)\\.

Define the linear operator V with domain 3C+ and range 3C~ by the

formula

V'img(0, n) = eie(-i)mg(0, n),

where 6 is any real number. It is clear that V is linear. Further, since

||»"*(0, n)\\ = \\ji"g(0, -n)\\ = ||(-*)»f(0, -n)\\ = \\(-i)mg(0, n)\\,

it is clear that V is an isometric operator and therefore U= V® V is a unitary

operator. The operator U gives rise to a self-adjoint extension of T* whose

Cayley transform is U. Therefore, if the deficiency index is not (0, 0) there

exist an infinite number of self-adjoint extensions of T* of the type we have

described. Clearly, if H is a self-adjoint extension of T*, then HQT.

Suppose that H is a self-adjoint extension of T* of the type we have de-

scribed. Every operator Ut permutes with II. In order to show this it is

sufficient to show that U, permutes with U. However, we have already

shown that Us permutes with V and since clearly £/„ permutes with V, the

result follows.

If {E¡i} is the canonical resolution of the identity associated with H and

\Ft2\ the canonical resolution of the identity associated with Ui, then by

the permutability of Ui and H, it follows that Etl,ti-EtlFh is a projection

and  the family   {Etlfh}   is a  resolution  of the identity.  Therefore if /0

= /Xm+o,»-o, we have

ßm,n = (H^UrJoJo) =  f     f   heinhd(Eh,tJo, fo).
^ -r J — oo

This completes the proof of representation.

To prove the statement about the uniqueness of the measure da(h, h) let

us suppose that the moment problem associated with the sequence {jum,o} is

determined. Let Ji be the r. k. s. associated with the r. k. jum+r,o- The operator

Ti = /im+r+i,o
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must be self-adjoint, for otherwise the moment problem associated with {aiot,o}

cannot have a unique solution. Therefore, the function im cannot belong to J\.

This means the space 3C+ consists only of the zero element. For suppose to the

contrary that there exists an element g(m, n) in 3C+ which is not identically

zero. Then there exists an «0 such that g(0, n0)ré0. Now the restrictions of

the elements of J to the points (m, no) belong to Ji. Therefore g(m, no)

~img(0, n0)EJi which means that imEJi- This gives a contradiction. There-

fore the operator T must be self-adjoint. By the same method as used in IRI

Lemma 1, the self-adjointness of T implies the uniqueness of da(ti, t2).

We take this opportunity to note the following errata in IRI in addition

to that published in this journal vol. 74 (1953) p. 536:

p. 64, line 8. Omit "*»<*<« <tt."

p. 65, line -9. For *j£f read ujQ."

p. 70, line -4. Omit "ynd^T."

p. 72, line 4. For "x-uk" read "xwuk."

pp. 72, 73. For "Tx.Uj," "Tx.Uk" and "Uv.Uk" read resp. "7>'>„,.," «2V»»./

and "Uvwuk" wherever they appear.
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